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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Cenlitrosmetrocadrado

Arturo Alvarez Cambo LED
Pendant

We currently have limited stock of one of these items in our
Clearance section .

The Arturo Alvarez Cambo LED Pendant was designed by
Cenlitrosmetrocadrado, a design duo called Ricardo Tubío and
Xabier Rilo. Their aim is to represent nature and the natural
growth of plants through the design of the Cambo pendant light.
The juxtaposition of the industrial metallic shade and the soft,
natural beech wood creates a stunning tribute to the natural
environment and the world we live in today. The striking beech
wood is treated with a water-based varnish that allows the
material to be shown in its most natural form. The mesh metallic
shade also diffuses and conceals the integrated LED light source
and strategically hides the technical details, therefore making the
Arturo Alvarez Pendant appear to be lit naturally.

The design of this stunning Cambo LED pendant light is available
in four different versions with differing shade sizes and beech
wood arrangements. These variations are then available in a
white finish or black finish and both highlight the warmth of the
wooden structure. The four differing designs and two colour
options allow you to find the perfect light for a reading nook, over
a dining table or work space. Perfect as a striking individual
feature, this Cambo pendant also creates impact when clustered
together. Creating a forest of pendant lights, the differing wooden
structures make each light look organic and stand out.

https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/arturo-alvarez-cambo-led-pendant/10000242
https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/Arturo-Alvarez-Cambo-LED-Pendant-CLEARANCE-Ex-Display/10001050


PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 7W 2700K 850lumens

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Dimmable via mains phase dimming.

Dimensions: CM104: 45cm height, 26cm width
CM104G: 60cm height, 26cm width
CM204: 57.5cm height, 32cm width
CM204G: 72.5cm height, 32cm width
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